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Preface
I am interested in mathematical optimization and data analysis, two fields that concern themselves with educated decision-making. They tie into business analytics, life
science, machine learning, computer science, and more. My work is based on the studies
of high-dimensional objects arising in operations research and the analysis of big data.
The geometric properties of these objects contain information about the combinatorial
structure of underlying problems, and therefore show approaches for practice.
I see optimization as a beautiful blend of mathematical theory and working in applications. The first part of this thesis, and the application that originally got me interested in
data analysis, is on land consolidation. Already in 2001, Prof. Peter Gritzmann and Prof.
Andreas Brieden began with the development of algorithms which formed an alternative
approach for the classical form of land consolidation in agriculture, which was applied to
several communities in Northern Bavaria [33, 34].
In my Ph.D. and postdoctorate time, we refined the methods for land consolidation in
agriculture [19, 22, 23, 25, 35, 36], and I moved to studies in land consolidation in forestry.
In particular, I lead an R&D-project for the Bavarian State Ministry of Agriculture,
Nutrition, and Forests in 2012/13. It was concerned with the additional challenges arising
in private forest areas [30, 31] and involved the engineering of software, and the application
of methods and software in forest regions. The joint theoretical work on land consolidation
and the practical implementation in both agriculture and forestry were recognized by the
Euro Excellence in Practice Award 2013.
The methods originally devised for land consolidation (in dimension two) work for
all dimensions, and proved to be powerful tools for structuring point sets in arbitrary
dimension - showing the way for a broad field of application. These require the ability to
deal with big data and noisy data sets. This lead to generalizations of classical methods
in machine learning: weight-balanced k-means [24] (a generalization of k-means [76]) and
soft power diagrams [21] (a generalization of multiclass separation [12]).
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Further, the above methods reveal an intimate connection to transportation polytopes.
In particular, both the approaches in [24, 25] are based on linear programming over
transportation polytopes as a subroutine. In the context of a best-case performance of
the Simplex method, the study of the combinatorial diameter of polyhedra is a classical
field in the theory of linear programming. In particular, the famous Hirsch Conjecture
is open for transportation polytopes, and edge walks in these polytopes allow intuitive
combinatorial interpretations. This lead me to the studies of the diameters of these
polyhedra. In particular, I worked on the combinatorial diameter of partition polytopes
[20], 3×N –transportation polytopes [29] and dual network flow polyhedra [27].
However, the Simplex algorithm is not the only viable approach for linear programming over many polyhedra, for example those with N -fold constraint matrices such as
transportation polytopes. Here using steps of improvement along the so-called circuits of
the underlying constraint matrix exhibits favorable properties [42, 43]. Circuits are the
elementary vectors of a matrix. For a given matrix, they are the directions of edges that
appear in at least one polyhedron defined by the given matrix in combination with some
(varying) right-hand side.
A circuit walk, and the circuit diameter, then are natural generalizations of an edge
walk and the combinatorial diameter, with certain restrictions imposed on these walks.
For example, one may require the steps to remain in the polyhedron and to use maximal
step lengths, so that one does not stop in the relative interior of the polytope after any
step. The different restrictions on circuit walks yield a hierarchy of circuit diameters
that exhibits some interesting properties [28]: there are classes of polytopes for which
the combinatorial diameter is much larger than all circuit diameters. Further, the Hirsch
Conjecture bound holds in large parts of the hierarchy [28]. For this, I believe the circuit
diameters can become a key tool in distinguishing which classes of polyhedra satisfy the
Hirsch Conjecture for the combinatorial diameter and which do not.
This thesis contains papers on land consolidation, machine learning, combinatorial
diameters and circuit diameters. It encompasses five published papers about my work
from 2011 to early 2014 [20, 21, 25, 26, 31] and three papers publically available on arXiv
since 2014 [24, 28, 29].

Scientific Background
After receiving double diploma degrees in mathematics and computer science in 2007, I
joined the chair for Applied Geometry and Discrete Mathematics of Prof. Peter Gritzmann at the Technische Universität München as a research assistant and Ph.D. student.
In December 2010, I received my Ph.D. with a thesis in this field [19] and started my postdoctorate. I am currently a visiting assistant professor at the mathematics department of
the University of California Davis. Prior to that I held postdoctoral appointments at the
Technische Universität München and an acting professor position at the Technische Universität Braunschweig. In 2012/13 I lead the R&D-project ‘ArborTec’ for the Bavarian
State Ministry for Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry.
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Data analysis through applied geometry

The ability to extract new information from large data sets is a key step in today’s decision making processes. This makes data analysis important in many fields from genetics
over sociology to operations research [13, 47, 56, 67, 86]. Data analysis tasks consist of
three steps: a representation of the data set, the definition of a similarity measure and a
grouping process [66]. The latter consists of two categories: clustering or classification.
We begin with a brief review of these tasks and some core concepts of constraints and
typical objective functions.

1.1

Clustering and classification

Clustering is the actual process of grouping a data set X into clusters C1 , . . . , Ck for a
prescribed k, depending on its representation and a chosen similarity measure. The term
is also used for the resulting assignment of data vectors to clusters.
There are many ways of approaching a clustering problem, such as hierarchical algorithms that determine a hierarchical structure of clusterings based on the similarity of
data vectors [71, 88, 94] or fuzzy clustering where each data vector has a variable degree
of membership in each of the clusters [78].
The most popular clustering approach however, and the one we are interested in, are
partitioning algorithms that determine a single clustering being optimal with respect
to some criterion. The input for a partitioning algorithm typically contains the number
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k of clusters to be created. A classical example for this type of algorithms is the k-means
algorithm [76]. See [13, 46, 67, 74, 79, 98] for some background on partitioning algorithms.
On the other hand, the process of classification begins with a given clustering C1 , . . . , Ck
of X. The task then is to derive a so-called classifier, a rule that explains to which of
the existing clusters a new data point should be assigned. A new data vector then is associated with one of the existing clusters, depending on the similarity measure and given
clustering.
Other tasks like prediction, used to complement a data point ’missing’ one (or more)
coefficients, and outlier detection are special cases of clustering and classification, and
benefit from combining methods for both fields [79, 90, 96].

1.2

Constrained clustering

There is a vast amount of literature on general data analysis, and in particular on clustering. However, in many clustering problems one wants to create clusters that satisfy
some constraints. This field is called constrained clustering [11], which is much less
understood. Such constraints are either hard requirements for the application at hand or
are used to integrate a-priori knowledge into a clustering algorithm to ‘guide’ it to create
a clustering of favorable properties.
My work on data analysis began with an application in agriculture, which can be
modelled as clustering with balancing constraints for a weighted data set. Balancing
constraints typically take the form of size restrictions on the clusters, which bound the
number of data vectors in the clusters in various ways [55, 100, 62]. For example, one
could ask for all clusters to contain the same amount of data vectors, or for clusters to
satisfy certain lower and upper bounds on the number of data vectors they contain.
The desire to create clusters of prescribed sizes also often arises when one wants
to continue working with the derived clustering. A typical situation is that standard
operations from statistics are applied to the clusters themselves. Then their running time
depends on the size of a largest cluster – and is optimal for clusters of equal sizes. See
[11] for an introduction into constrained clustering, and further real-world applications.
When using weighted data sets, the cluster sizes are put into relation to the weights
of the points. The use of weighted data sets also allows for a natural representation
of identical, repeated points in data sets. Let us motivate our interest in this kind of
clustering by the aforementioned application.

1.3

An application in land consolidation

In many agricultural regions in Bavaria, a small number of farmers cultivates a large
number of small-sized lots that are scattered over the region. Figure 1 shows an example.
The different colors indicate the farmers that cultivate the lots.
Here the farmers face serious disadvantages in considerable overhead driving and prohibitive use of heavy machinery. Hence, the cost of cultivation is much higher than it
would be for fewer, larger lots of the same total size. Calculations of the Bavarian State
Institute for Agriculture show that these additional costs often add up to more than 30%
of the part of the farmers’ net income from their agricultural production.
In such a situation, typically a classical land consolidation process is initiated. It
consists of a complete restructuring of the agricultural area, discarding the current and
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Figure 1: An agricultural region with 9 farmers and 979 lots. Different colors represent
different farmers who cultivate the lots.
creating a new lot structure, along with planning of new infrastructure. This involves
surveying and reassignment of legal property, which is a costly and time-intensive process
(often lasting more than a decade and costing more than 2500 Euro per hectare).
A conceptually much simpler alternative employs voluntary lend-lease agreements.
Here the right to till fields is swapped between participating farmers in order to create
large connected pieces of land. The existing lot structure remains unchanged. Figure 2
depicts such an improvement over the original situation.
A key aspect is that all the lots vary in value (they have different size, quality of
soil, and subsidies attached to them). In the course of redistribution, the total value of
each farmer’s land should not change much. By thinking of each farmer as a cluster, by
representing the lots by points in the Euclidean plane, and by using their values as weights,
we arrive at a geometric clustering problem with balancing constraints with respect to
weighted points.

1.4

Weight-balanced clustering

We begin with some basic notation and wording. Let k, n, d ∈ N with n ≥ k ≥ 2.
Let X = {x1 , . . . , xn } ⊂ Rd be a data set of distinct points with associated weights
b = (b1 , . . . , bn ) and bj > 0 for all j ≤ n. Further k denotes the number of clusters, and
k
n
P
P
a = (a1 , . . . , ak ) the prescribed sizes of clusters to compute. Clearly
ai =
bj .
i=1

j=1

In land consolidation, d = 2, the xj are the centers of the lots, and the bj are the values
of the lots. Further, the ai represent the total value of the i-th farmer’s original lots. For
the sake of simplicity, we here describe our model with respect to fixed prescribed cluster
sizes. The methods can be transferred to clustering with upper and lower bounds on the
sizes of the clusters, and thus cover a large range of practical applications. We will exploit
this later on.
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Figure 2: An improved redistribution of lots for the agricultural region of Figure 1.
A partial membership k-clustering C = (C1 , . . . , Ck ) of X consists of k clusters
Ci , and is defined by an assignment vector y = (y11 , . . . , y1n , . . . , yk1 , . . . , ykn )T ∈ [0, 1]kn
k
P
of X with
yij = bj for all j ≤ n. Informally, yij is the partial weight of point xj
i=1

that belongs to Ci . Formally, we set Ci = (yi1 , . . . , yin ). The support of the cluster
Ci is supp(Ci ) = {xj : yij > 0}, the support of the clustering C is the tuple supp(C) =
n
P
(supp(C1 ), . . . , supp(Ck )). We use the notation |Ci | =
yij to refer to the total weight
j=1

or the size of cluster Ci . The tuple |C| = (|C1 |, . . . , |Ck |) is the shape of C.
With the variables yij indicating how much of the weight bj of point xj is associated to
a cluster Ci , the feasible region for the y can be described by the set of linear inequalities
n
P
j=1
k
P

yij = ai

(i ≤ k)

yij = bj

(j ≤ n)

yij ≥ 0

(i ≤ k, j ≤ n).

i=1

The first line in this system implies that each cluster has the correct size, whereas the
second line guarantees that each point is fully assigned. Note that these constraints define
a special transportation polytope, we call it the weight-balanced partition polytope.
The need to allow for partial membership of points in several clusters comes from the
combination of balancing constraints with weighted-points [22, 25]. In fact, it is NP–hard
to decide whether there then is an assignment of points to clusters without splitting up
a point between two or more clusters. In other words, it is hard to decide whether a
weight-balanced partition polytope has an integral point.
It remains to turn to viable objective functions for clustering problems. Here we use
the representation of the data set in Euclidean space and begin by aiming for ‘linear
separation’ of clusters.
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Linear separation

Data sets are often represented as sets of points X ⊂ Rd in d-dimensional Euclidean space.
The Euclidean distance has a high appeal as a similarity measure, as humans intuitively
group two- or three-dimensional data vectors according to their Euclidean distance [67].
A prime example for this is Figure 2, which can be identified as a ‘good’ distribution of
farmland within a split-second.
For both clustering and classification, it often is desired to have linear separation in
these spaces [10, 79], i.e. clusters are separated by hyperplanes that also act as classifiers:
depending on which halfspace a new data point lies in, it is considered to be associated
to the corresponding clustering.
In many applications other non-linear forms of separation are desired. However even
in these cases, the methods for linear separation are transferred by the use of a kernel
function [52, 84, 87, 93]. Geometrically, one changes the representation of a data set
by mapping it to a higher-dimensional inner product space in which one aims for linear
separation once again. But instead of working with this different representation of the
data set, a kernelizable algorithm can be performed by replacing all inner products of
points of the original input by values of this kernel function.
For two clusters, linear separation is intuitive; two clusters have a single separating
hyperplane. Consider Figure 3 a). The straightforward way of extending this notion to
multiple clusters to have a separating hyperplane for each pair of clusters is depicted in
Figure 3 b).
However, this approach exhibits an unfavorable property. There may be regions of the
underlying space for which these hyperplanes provide conflicting information in classification tasks. While one is able to ‘fix’ this for the example in Figure 3 b) by moving the
hyperplanes slightly, one cannot for the example in Figure 3 c).
Figure 3 d) depicts an improvement over the situation in Figure 3 b). Here the space
is partitioned into a polyhedral cell complex, where each cluster has its own cell. In fact,
this is what was done to obtain the redistributed agricultural region in Figure 2. Let us
discuss how to obtain such a mode of separation.

1.6

Separating power diagrams

The best-known polyhedral cell complexes in Rd are the Voronoi diagrams [7]. They
appear in many applications and algorithms such as the classical k-means algorithm [76].
A natural and powerful generalization of Voronoi diagrams are the so-called power
diagrams [5]. The cell Pi of such a power diagram is defined by a site si ∈ Rd and a real
number wi ≥ 0. It consists of all the points x ∈ Rd which are closest to the site, where
this distance is measured by the so-called power function
pi (x) = ksi − xk2 − wi .
Informally, the power function is the distance of x to the closest point on a sphere of
√
radius wi around site si . We notate the set of sites as S = {s1 , . . . , sk } and the set of
numbers as ω = (w1 , . . . , wk ).
An (S, ω)-power diagram then is a decomposition P = (P1 , . . . , Pk ) of Rd with
Pi = {x ∈ Rd : ksi − xk2 − wi ≤ ksj − xk2 − wj

for all j 6= i}
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(a) Linear separation

(c) Issues of pairwise linear separation

(b) Pairwise (linear) separation

(d) Separating power diagram

Figure 3: Separation in data analysis.
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if dim(Pi ) = d for all i ≤ k. Here dim(Pi ) refers to the dimension of the affine hull of Pi .
These are the objects we want for the separation of our clusters. In machine learning,
they are the classifiers of the so-called altogether models for multiclass support vector
machines [32, 40, 91, 97]. In the literature, these kinds of classifiers also appear as
piecewise-linear separability [12] and full S-induced cell decompositions [19].
Formally, for a clustering C of X and P being a power diagram, we say that C allows
the separating (or feasible) power diagram P if supp(Ci ) ⊂ Pi for all i ≤ k and
supp(Ci ) 6⊂ Pj for all i 6= j. We also say that P is a separating power diagram for C.
Informally, for all i ≤ k, all points that are at least partially assigned to cluster Ci lie in
Pi . Note that points may also lie on the boundary of the cell, i.e. x ∈ Pi 6⇒ x ∈ Ci . On
the other hand, the condition Ci 6⊂ Pj for all i 6= j implies that not all points of Ci lie on
the common boundary of cells Pi and Pj . If that was the case, Ci would be fully contained
in the separating hyperplane, invalidating the interpretation of the power diagram as a
classifier. Figure 3 depicts an example for a separating power diagram.
For weighted point sets, we add a somewhat technical extension of a separating power
diagram. A feasible power diagram P is a strongly feasible power diagram if it has the
following additional property: let G(C) be the multigraph with vertices C1 , . . . , Ck and an
edge labeled with xj incident to Ci and Cl with i 6= l if and only if xj ∈ supp(Ci )∩supp(Cl ).
Then G(C) does not contain a cycle with two or more different edge labels [36].

1.7

Weight-balanced least-squares assignments

The property of allowing a separating power diagram is tied to very special clusterings of
point sets. It is well-known that so-called least-squares assignments allow the construction
of Voronoi diagrams such that each cluster lies in its own cell. The existence of a separating
power diagram corresponds to the clustering being a weight-balanced least-squares
assignment. A clustering C is a weight-balanced (S, |C|)-least-squares assignment of X
k P
n
P
if and only if
yij ksi − xj k2 is minimal for all clusterings of X of the same shape |C|.
i=1 j=1

Let X, S ⊂ Rd and |S| = k. Then weight-balanced least-squares assignments are
connected to power diagrams in the following way [6]:
1. Let b ∈ Rk . Then there is an (S, b)-least-squares assignment C of X, and this C
allows a separating S-power diagram.
2. If there is a separating S-power diagram P for a clustering C of X, then C is an
(S, |C|)-least-squares assignment of X.
The redistribution of lots in Figure 2 is an example for such a weight-balanced leastsquares assignment. Note that when the sites S are given, the objective function
min

k X
n
X

yij · kxj − si k2

i=1 j=1

is linear. This means that the computation of a weight-balanced least-squares assignment
for a given set of sites can be done by linear programming over the weight-balanced
partition polytope.
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Norm-maximal vertices of gravity polytopes

While there are educated apriori choices for the set of sites [22], the big question at hand
is: which sites are an optimal choice? This question can be answered satisfactory by
studying the so-called gravity polytopes [19, 36] and gravity bodies [36]. For the variant
of weight-balanced clustering at hand, these will be polytopes.
Let k, n, d ∈ N, X = {x1 , . . . , xn } ⊂ Rd and a ∈ Rk , b ∈ Rn be the input for a weightbalanced clustering problem and let C = {C1 , . . . , Ck } be a feasible clustering. The center
n
P
yij xj . The gravity vector of C is then
of gravity ci of cluster Ci is given by ci = |C1i |
j=1

given by c = (cT1 , . . . , cTk )T , and the gravity polytope Q is defined by

Q = conv c ∈ Rkd : c is the gravity vector of a feasible clustering .
The vertices of gravity polytopes correspond precisely to those clusterings that allow
separating power diagrams [19], respectively strongly feasible power diagrams for weighted
point sets [36]. (These results extend [6, 10].) This transforms our search for a best choice
of sites to a search for a best vertex of the gravity polytope.
Here the vertices that are norm-maximal with respect to some ellipsoidal function
exhibit favorable properties: their clusterings not only allow so-called centroidal power
diagrams [36], where the sites correspond to the cluters’ centers of gravity, but can also be
characterized in terms of maximizing the so-called inter-cluster distance. However, due to
the potentially exponential number of local maxima, convex maximization is in general
NP-hard. Hence it is necessary to resort to approximations.

1.9

Geometric clustering for land consolidation [25]

For this, the intuition behind the approach in [25] is to use an objective function that
represents moving apart the centers of gravity of the clusters. Its construction involves a
norm k · k on Rd and a second norm k · k on Rk(k−1)/2 , where k is again the number of
clusters. k · k is required to be monotone, i.e., kxk ≤ kyk whenever x, y ∈ Rk(k−1)/2
with 0 ≤ x ≤ y. Then the objective function is of the form
max

kc1 − c2 k, kc1 − c3 k, . . . , kck−1 − ck k

T


.

Such an objective function leads to a nonlinear integer maximization problem (over a
gravity polytope). However, its level sets are the clustering bodies, for which one can
construct polyhedra (with only polynomially many facets in the dimension) that are approximations of low worst-case error [35]. This leads to a polynomial-time approximation
algorithm by solving a linear program for each facet of the polyhedron and taking the
maximum of the obtained values.
Note that a gravity polytope is a linear projection of a weight-balanced partition
polytope. Essentially, linear optimization over a gravity polytope is the computation of
a weight-balanced least-squares assignment, so a vertex of a gravity polytope and the
corresponding clustering can be computed by linear optimization over a weight-balanced
partition polytope.
We call this approach geometric clustering. Figure 4 sums up its application in land
consolidation [25]. We abstract from the lot shapes and model the underlying problem
Page 10
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(a) An agricultural region

(b) Abstraction from lot shapes

(c) An unlabeled data set

(d) A separating power diagram

(e) Assignment of points to cell’s cluster

(f) Lot redistribution

Figure 4: Geometric clustering for land consolidation.
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as a weight-balanced clustering problem (Section 1.4). Here, we remember the values of
lots and total value of each farmer. The original lot distribution is discarded, and we
obtain a data set in the Euclidean plane. We then perform geometric clustering to obtain
a separating power diagram for approximately optimal sites. Then it only remains to
assign the lots of each cell to the corresponding farmer.
Naturally, the quality of the approximate solution depends greatly on the quality of
the polyhedral approximation of the clustering body. The approach performs very well
for land consolidation in agriculture in practice due to working in low dimension: the
dimension Rk(k−1)/2 of the polyhedron to approximate only depends on the low number k
of farmers (typically 7 − 20) – and not on the number n of lots (typically 500-2000).
For higher dimension, the concepts of separating power diagrams, weight-balanced
least-squares assignments and norm-maximal vertices of gravity polytopes are just as
powerful tools for structuring data, however one has to make the computations efficient
in practice. We will turn to two ways of doing so: in the first one, motivated by an
application in forestry, we reduce the number k and thus the dimension in a special
way. In the second one, we resort to computing locally norm-maximal vertices of gravity
polytopes, and in doing so generalize the k-means algorithm.

1.10

Key owners in forestry [31]

Like in agriculture, in many forest regions in Germany, an efficient and sustainable cultivation has become impossible due to inheritance regulations and frequent change of
ownership. The average sizes of the lots have become less than a hectare. Further, the
lots themselves often are of a bad shape, e.g. long but narror. Hence an approach for land
consolidation can be similar to the one in agriculture. However, one faces additional challenges in practice related to the different time frame of production, the different number
of owners and the different relation of the owners to their particular lots.
In an R&D-project of the Bavarian State Ministry for Agriculture, Nutrition and
Forestry, I focused on a practical problem in that even in small regions (40-50 ha) there
are often several hundred different owners. Figure 5 a) depicts an example. It consists
of 460 lots that belong to 127 owners. In practice it is not realistic to enter negotiations
with all stake holders.
Instead the goal is to identify a small group (5-20) of owners with a large ’potential’
in a land exchange process. Thus, the forestry offices want to select some smaller subset
of owners that are asked to participate. It is desirable to identify owners who provide
sufficient and somehow best room for improving the cost structure in the region. Once
this is done, a land exchhange process similiar to the one in agriculture can be initiated.
The key measure for this potential is the common boundary length in between adjacent
lots of different owners (i.e. neighbours) [30, 31]. It is a measure for the improvement of
the cost-effective structure is the creation of larger areas of lots that belong to the same
owner during a redistribution process: by assigning adjacent lots to the same owner, one
may be able to get rid of their common boundary. Further, large boundary lengths are
often connected to unfavorable lot shapes — a very long lot that is only a couple of meters
wide may have a small area, but nonetheless have a very large boundary to another lot
owned by a different owner. By preferring owners with large total boundary lengths, one
also implicitly improves on these bad lot shapes.
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(a) A typical forest region

(b) Ten key owners with their 162 lots.

Figure 5: Selection of key owners in forestry.
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It is possible to model the selection of a small group of owners with a maximal joint
length of boundaries between each other as a graph-theoretical problem: each owner is
a vertex, and vertices are connected by an edge if and only if the corresponding owners
share a common boundary. The edges are weighted with the summed-up total length
of all the joint boundaries of the corresponding pair of owners. Then the problem at
hand is a version of the NP-hard dense k-subgraph problem with weighted vertices (or
the computation of a weighted k-core):
Dense k-subgraph problem Graph G = (V, E), weight functionPw : E → N, and
k ∈ N. Induced subgraph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) of G such that |V 0 | = k and
w(e) is maximal.
e∈E 0

The dense k-subgraph problem is well-studied for its significance in many fields of operations research and data analysis [3, 81]. The problem is well-known to be NP-hard in
general, and there has been a lot of work on approximation algorithms [4, 14, 15, 38, 48,
49, 50, 53, 57, 58, 64, 68, 69, 73, 75, 89]. All of the approaches in the literature benefit
significantly from smaller instances.
In [31], we develop a O(k · |V |2 )-preprocessing routine which reduces a graph to a
smaller subgraph that still contains a (1− k1 )-approximation for the problem. For example,
if we select k = 20 owners, our solution will be at most 5% from the optimal selection.
The idea is to identify vertices that cannot contribute a lot to an optimal solution for the
problem due to falling below the threshold of a sequence of vertices.
Let S = (v1 , . . . , vk ) be a sequence of k vertices in a weighted graph G = (V, E, w),
and let Vi = {v1 , . . . , vi }. The threshold ∆ = ∆(S) of this sequence is
∆(S) =

1
max{w(Vi ) − w(Vi−1 ), (w(Vi+1 ) − w(Vi+1 \{vi }))}.
i=1,...,k−1
2
min

The success of this preprocessing depends on a finding a large threshold, which ensures
that many vertices can be removed. For this purpose, we devise an efficient algorithm
which, given a graph, computes a sequence of k vertices with provably maximal threshold
among all sequences of k vertices from the graph.
Using this information, we initiate a chain-reaction of vertex eliminations to reduce
the number of vertices in the input graph without losing a lot of information. This yields
an algorithm that iteratively deletes more and more vertices. By using arguments about
submodular sets, one sees that the threshold is an upper bound on the edge weight lost
in a (dense) k-subgraph that does not use any of the deleted vertices.
While one cannot guarantee the existence of vertices below such a threshold for general graphs, the special graphs of the forest application perform very favorably, typically
allowing 90 − 95% of all vertices to be removed from consideration. In view of the approach in [25], this means a reduction of the dimension of the clustering body by more
than 99%.

1.11

Weight-balanced k-means [24]

In some data analysis tasks both the number of clusters k and the dimension d of the
underlying data cannot be significantly reduced by preprocessing. The ability to work
with such ‘big data’ is one of the challenges in machine learning. A simplification of
the presented methods leads to a viable way of attacking such problems by introducing
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the weight-balanced k-means [24]. For the sake of simplicity, we here only present
the algorithm for prescribed cluster sizes. It works for any lower and upper bounds on
the cluster sizes (and even no bounds at all), and thus is a direct generalization of the
well-known k-means algorithm [76].
The k-means algorithm begins with a set of n points and k different initial sites in
d
R , and then iteratively performs two steps: first, every point is assigned to a closest site.
This partitions the points into k clusters, one for each site. Second, the sites are updated
to be the arithmetic means of the clusters. These two-step iterations are performed until
the sites do not change anymore. The algorithm exhibits many favorable properties, and
is well-accepted for its simplicity and fast convergence in practice.
One can use the same idea by replacing the trivial assignment step of k-means by
the computation of a weight-balanced least-squares assignments; see Algorithm 1. It
computes a weight-balanced least-squares assignment in each iteration and terminates
as soon as it finds one that allows a strongly feasible centroidal power diagram. This
corresponds to the computation of a locally norm-maximal vertex in the gravity polytope
(as opposed to a provably approximate global norm-maximal vertex as in [25]).
Algorithm 1 weight-balanced k-means
• Input: d, k, n ∈ N, X = {x1 , . . . , xn } ⊂ Rd , a = (a1 , . . . , ak ), b = (b1 , . . . , bn ),
S = {s1 , . . . , sk } ⊂ Rd
• Output: weight-balanced least-squares assignment of X for its centers of gravity
as sites
1. Compute a weight-balanced least-squares assignment y for the current set of sites.
2. Update each site si as the center of gravity of cluster Ci . If the objective function value decreased during the last iteration, go to (1.); else return the current
assignment and sites.

It is easy to show termination of the standard k-means algorithm. The assignment
of points to a closest site is readily interpreted as the computation of an unconstrained
n
n
P
P
least-squares assignment. As ci = |C1i |
yij xj = arg min
yij kxj − ck2 , the objective
j=1

c∈Rd j=1

function values of these least-squares assignments form a strictly decreasing sequence over
the course of the algorithm. As there is only a finite number of different clusterings of
(the unweighted) X, the algorithm terminates.
For weighted points and balanced, partial membership clustering, there is an infinite
number of such clusterings, so that arguing with a decreasing sequence of objective function values does not suffice! However, as in each iteration we compute a different vertex
of the weight-balanced partition polytope, we obtain termination.
Like k-means, this generalized version performs well in practice. It is kernelizable
and can be sped up significantly by using the assignments in previous iterations for a
warm start of later computations. Further, its worst-case number of iterations is in the
same order nO(dk) as for k-means [65], so in a sense our extension is obtained at marginal
additional cost and is polynomial for fixed k and d. This should be contrasted with the
hardness of the k-means problem even in special cases [1, 77, 92].
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More percisely, with e denoting the Euler number we obtain the bound (40ek 2 n)(d+1)k−1
on the number of iterations of our algorithm. Its proof is based on two steps. First, one
bounds the number of different supports of strongly feasible power diagrams for weightbalanced clusterings. This can be done by estimating the number of different point-cell
incidence structures, which we call power patterns, that can possibly be realized by
power diagrams.
In order to provide an upper bound for the number of different power patterns, we
use a well-known bound on the number of so-called sign-patterns of a set of polynomials
by Warren [95] and a simple extension; see e.g. [2]:
Let p1 , . . . , pt be a system of real polynomials in s variables. For a point z ∈ Rs , the
sign-pattern of p1 , . . . , pt is a tuple v(z) = (v1 , . . . , vt )T ∈ {+1, 0, −1}t defined by vi = −1
if pi (z) < 0, vi = 0 if pi (z) = 0 and vi = 1 if pi (z) > 0.
Let p1 , . . . , pt be a system of real polynomials in s variables, all of degree at most l.
If s ≤ 2t, then the number of different sign-patterns of this system is bounded above by
8e·l·t s
.
s

(d+1)k−1
Herewith one can show that there are at most 8e·(k−1)n
different power
d
patterns. Refining the arguments one sees that the number of strict weight-balanced
least-squares assigments and the number of iterations of Algorithm 1 is bounded by
(40ek 2 n)(d+1)k−1 .

1.12

Soft power diagrams [21]

Where [25] introduces an accessible method for clustering in machine learning, the underlying methods also have appeal for classification. Assume you have a clustering that
allows a separating power diagram. The cells of the power diagram then are a classifier
for new data points in the partitioned space. The quality of such a classifier is intuitively
measured by the margin, the smallest Euclidean distance of a point of the data set to
the boundary of its cell: the larger the margin, the better a classifier typically performs
in practice. One of the goals then is to compute a separating power diagram of optimal
margin for a given balanced least-squares assignment.
Further, a key necessity in classification is the ability to work with noisy data. This is
typically by using soft separation, which has been studied well for binary classification
tasks (i.e. k = 2). One uses penalty terms for misclassified points to bound and control
the number of support vectors and margin errors that are allowed in the construction
of a separating hyperplane for the two clusters [39, 85]: informally, support vectors are the
points of the data set whose removal would change the optimal separating hyperplane,
margin errors are the points which lie within a distance of at most the margin of the
separating hyperplane or are on the wrong side of the separating hyperplane. Note that
there is a direct tradeoff between the margin and the number of margin errors; the larger
the margin, the more margin errors exist.
For k > 2, the situation is much more complicated; see e.g. [63]. This begins with
different possible definitions of what margin errors are: a first approach is to measure the
misclassification of a point with respect to each separating hyperplane [91, 97]. A second
one is to only consider the ‘worst’ violation of a separating hyperplane by a point [40].
The associated altogether models for multiclass classification construct power diagrams
that allow for soft-margin separation, yet they do not use a shared margin for the cluster
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Figure 6: A soft power diagram.
pairs, but instead optimize the sum of squared pairwise margin sizes. This means that
one loses the ability to compare quantitatively the misclassification of points with each
other and loses control over the number of margin errors in the power diagram; however
these are fundamental for applications such as outlier detection.
For this, we introduce the soft power diagrams, which transfer the concept of a
parameter-controlled soft separation to power diagrams. Figure 6 shows an example. The
width of the gray area around the hyperplanes of the diagram depicts the margin and
the large dots are the so-called margin error points that are considered to be noisy due
to not lieing in the interior of their cluster’s cell, with at least the margin of distance
to the boundary of the cell. Even though only few points are misclassified, a (non-soft)
separating power diagram does not exist for these clusters.
Soft power diagrams are based on an alternate representation of power diagrams [21]:
let γ = (γ1 , . . . , γk ) with γi ∈ R for all i ≤ k. An (S, γ)-power diagram is a decomposition
P = (P1 , . . . , Pk ) of Rd with
Pi = {x ∈ Rd : (sj − si )T x ≤ γj − γi

for all j 6= i}

if dim(Pi ) = d for all i ≤ k. For a given clustering and fixed sites, the search for a
separating power diagram can be modelled by adding a slack variable  and normalizing
(s −s )
the vectors sj − si to sij = ksjj −sii k . This normalization is necessary when optimizing over
the sites, and makes the corresponding programs non-convex. One obtains the program
(PSPD )

max 
sTij xl +  ≤ γij
T
(sj − si ) (cj − ci ) ≥ 1

(∀i, j, l : xl ∈ Ci , j 6= i)
(∀i, j : i < j)

The second type of constraints rules out trivial solutions. It uses the fact the power
diagrams are invariant under scaling of all the xj and si by the same parameter.
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For soft separation in the above model, we first have to define what support vector
points and margin error points are: for a given clustering and power diagram, a x ∈ Ci
is a support vector point if and only if there is a j 6= i such that sTij x +  ≥ γij , and a
margin error point if and only if there is a j 6= i such that sTij x +  > γij .
Note that by relaxing the first type of constraints to sTij xl +  ≤ γij + ξl , one can always
choose a sufficently large ξl ≥ 0 to satisfy it. Herewith one is able to allow for misclassified
points in the construction of a soft power diagram. By adding a special penalty term that
depends on a parameter t ∈ N on the ξl one arrives at the system
(PMEP )

max

−

t+ 21
t(t+1)

sTij xl +  ≤ γij + ξl
(sj − si )T (cj − ci ) ≥ 1
ξl ≥ 0

n
P

ξl

l=1

(∀j, l : xl ∈ Ci , j 6= i)
(∀i, j : i < j)
(∀l).

This system is non-convex and thus difficult to solve to global optimality. However, all of
its local optima exhibit the desired properties [21]:
Let C be a clustering of X, and let t ∈ N. Let (S ∗ , γ ∗ , ∗ , ξ ∗ ) be a local optimum of
(PMEP ). Then (S ∗ , γ ∗ , ∗ , ξ ∗ ) yields a soft power diagram P of maximal margin ∗ for fixed
S ∗ , γ ∗ such that t is an upper bound on the number of margin error points for P , and
t + 1 is a lower bound on the number of support vector points for P .
The proof of this claim is based on the properties of optimal primal-dual solutions for
(PMEP ). For fixed sites, the above program is linear. This gives rise to efficient algorithms
for cluster outlier detection, where one now is able to prescribe the number of points one
wants to label as outliers aprior.

2

Diameters of polyhedra

The Simplex method is the most common algorithm for solving linear programs. It can be
viewed as a family of local search algorithms on the graph of a polyhedron, which consists
of the zero- and one-dimensional faces of the feasible region (called vertices and edges).
The search moves from a vertex of the graph to a better neighbouring vertex joined by
an edge.
In the context of a best-case performance of the Simplex method, the study of the
combinatorial diameter of polyhedra is a classical field in the theory of linear programming
(recall, the combinatorial diameter of a polytope is the maximal length of a shortest edge
walk between any pair of vertices). Despite great effort of analysis, it remains open
whether there is always a polynomial bound on the combinatorial diameter. See for
example [70] for a survey of the field.
Our interest in diameters comes from the reliance of our clustering methods on being able to efficiently solve transportation problems. Recall that the computation of
a weight-balanced least-squares assignment is possible by linear programming over the
corresponding weight-balanced partition polytope. Both the computation of approximate
norm-maximal vertices [25] and of locally norm-maximal vertices [24] of a gravity polytope
require the repeated solution of many linear programs over these polytopes. Recall further
that (our variant of) weight-balanced partition polytopes are transportation polytopes.
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Transportation problems are among the most fundamental problems in mathematical
programming, operations research, and statistics [45, 44, 59, 60, 72, 99]. Originally, the
transportation problem was posed by Hitchcock [59]:
Given a set of m suppliers and n demanders of a product, where the suppliers provide
quantities a1 , . . . , am ∈ R and the demanders ask for quantities b1 , . . . , bn ∈ R, find an
optimal distribution pattern from the suppliers to the demanders. By using variables yij
representing the quantity sent from the i-th supplier to the j-th demander, we obtain the
same formal representation of the set of solutions as before, which is called an m × ntransportation polytope in this context.
n
P
j=1
m
P

xij = ai

(i ≤ m)

xij = bj

(j ≤ n)

xij ≥ 0

(i ≤ m, j ≤ n).

i=1

In the classical transportation problem, one optimizes a linear objective function over this
polytope: if we have values cij representing the cost of shipping a unit of the product from
m P
n
P
the i-th supplier to the j-th demander, the task is to minimize
cij xij . The vectors
i=1 j=1

a = (a1 , . . . , am ), b = (b1 , . . . , bn ) are called the margins of the problem.
In 1957, W. Hirsch stated his famous conjecture (e.g. [41]) claiming that the diameter
of a polytope is at most f − d, where d is its dimension and f its number of facets. As
of today, there are counterexamples for both unbounded polyhedra [71] and (bounded)
polytopes [83], but its validity for general m×n–transportation polytopes is still open.
The best bounds are linear [37].
On the other hand, the Hirsch conjecture is true for some related classes of polytopes.
In particular, it holds for dual transportation polyhedra [9] and for 0, 1-polytopes [80].
In the later sections, we will present proofs for additional special cases of transportation
polytopes.
In an attempt to understand the behavior of the combinatorial diameter both in
general and in view of transportation polytopes, we begin by introducing and investigating
a hierarchy of distances and diameters for polyhedra that extend the usual edge walk [26,
28]. Instead of only walking along actual edges of the polyhedron, we walk along so-called
circuits that allow us to enter the interior of the polyhedron, with different restrictions
on these walks. We will see that this hierarchy includes the traditional combinatorial
diameter.
Before turning to this hierarchy, let us remark that circuits have been useful in algorithms for linear optimization [16, 17, 18, 51, 82]. For a linear program, augmentation
along circuit directions is a generalization of the Simplex method. While in the Simplex
method one walks only along the graph (so in particular on the boundary) of the polyhedron, the circuit steps are allowed to go through the interior of the polyhedron (along
potential edge directions). Such an approach reveals favorable properties for transportation polytopes, as they fall into the framework of N -fold linear programming [43].
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A hierarchy of circuit diameters [28]

We consider polyhedra of the general form P (b, d) = {z ∈ Rn : Az = b, Bz ≤ d} for
matrices A ∈ ZmA ×n , B ∈ ZmB ×n . The circuits or elementary vectors associated with
matrices A and B are those vectors g ∈ ker(A) \ { 0 }, for which Bg is support-minimal
in the set {Bz : z ∈ ker(A) \ { 0 }}, where g is normalized to coprime integer components.
Clearly, there are only finitely many such vectors. It is not difficult to show that the set
of circuits consists exactly of all edge directions of P (b, d) when one lets b and d vary.
Let P be a polyhedron and let C be the set of circuits for the associated matrices A and
B. For a pair of two vertices v(1) , v(2) of P , we call a sequence v(1) = y(0) , . . . , y(k) = v(2)
a circuit walk of length k if for all i = 0, . . . , k − 1 we have y(i+1) − y(i) = αi gi for
some circuit gi and some αi > 0. The circuit distance from v(1) to v(2) is the minimum
length of a circuit walk from v(1) to v(2) . We call a circuit walk that realizes the circuit
distance an optimal walk. The circuit diameter of P is the maximum circuit distance
between any two vertices of P .
We consider different notions of circuit distances which arise by having circuit walks
that satisfy additional properties:
(e) If y(i) and y(i+1) are neighbouring vertices in the graph of the polyhedron for all
i = 0, . . . , k − 1, we have a classical edge walk .
(f ) If y(i) ∈ P for all i = 0, . . . , k − 1, then we say the circuit walk is feasible.
(m) If the extension multipliers αi are maximal, i.e. if y(i) + αgi is infeasible for all
α > αi , we say that the walk is maximal.
(r) If no circuit is repeated, then we say the walk is non-repetitive.
(b) If no pair of circuits gi , −gi is used, then we say the walk is non-backwards.
(s) If all the circuits are pairwise sign-compatible and are sign-compatible with the
vector v(2) − v(1) , we say the walk is sign-compatible. (This is a somewhat technical
definition, for details see [28].)
In what follows, we consider circuit distances restricted to different combinations of
these properties and relate them to each other. Figure 7 depicts some walks for different
combinations of these properties.
We use CD to refer to the circuit distance from v(1) to v(2) with no further restrictions.
When considering only circuit walks on which we impose some of the above restrictions,
we denote these restrictions by small subscript letters as used in the above list of properties. For example CDf s refers to the feasible sign-compatible circuit distance, where the
corresponding walk is feasible and sign-compatible, while CDf mr means we have to use a
feasible, maximal and non-repetitive walk.
Note that CDef m is the classical combinatorial distance, while CDf m corresponds to
the circuit distance originally introduced in [26]. Further, we call CDf the weak circuit
distance and CD the soft circuit distance.
It is easy to see that many of these circuit distances bound each other, just by imposing
additional constraints. For example the weak circuit distance CDf is at least as large as
the soft circuit distance CD. We denote this CDf ≥ CD. If there are polyhedra with
vertices such that these two values differ, we write CDf > CD.
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v(1)

v(1)
v(2)

v(2)

v(2)

v(2)
v(1)

v(1)

Figure 7: An edge walk and a feasible maximal walk (first row). A feasible (repetitive)
walk and an unrestricted walk (second row).
As this notation is transitive – for example CDf m ≥ CDf ≥ CD implies CDf m ≥ CD
and CDf m > CDf ≥ CD implies CDf m > CD – we obtain a hierarchy of circuit distances
as depicted in Figure 8. Almost all relations in it are by strict inequalities, which is an
indicator for a natural, viable categorization of the distances. We conjecture that the
remaining inequalities are strict, as well.
For all pairs of strict inequalities, we present a corresponding polytope in [28]. In
contrast, there are families of polyhedra for which many categories coincide. For simplicies
or zonotopes, the whole hierarchy collapses. We also prove that in dimension n = 2, the
hierarchy consists of only few distinct categories. For (two-dimensional) polygons, it is
possible to explicity state the possible ranges of distances of vertices [28].
One of the benefits of considering the core chain of the hierarchy CDef m > CDf m >
CDf > CD is that the distance concepts iteratively drop restrictions. This makes them
tools for finding lower bounds on the combinatorial diameter; often they are much easier
to bound. In fact, we recover validity of the Hirsch conjecture for large parts of the
hierarchy:
Let P = { z ∈ Rn : Az = b, Bz ≤ d } with A ∈ ZmA ×n , B ∈ ZmB ×n be a polyhedron
in Rn . For all pairs of vertices of P the distances CDf , CDf b , CDf r , CDf br , and CD are
bounded above by the distance CDf s . Moreover, all these distances are smaller or equal
to min{mB − (n − rank(A)), n − rank(A)}.
Note that n − rank(A) is an upper bound on the affine dimension of P and mB − (n −
rank(A)) is an upper bound on the number of facets minus the affine dimension, which
implies the Hirsch bound. All circuit distances in the third layer and lower in Figure 8
satisfy the bound. In contrast, we know that CDef m does not satisfy the Hirsch conjecture. This immediatly raises the question ‘where’ the bound is lost: this is either from
CDef m to CDf m , or from CDf m to CDf :
Circuit diameter bound conjecture [26] For any d-dimensional polyhedron with
f facets the circuit diameter CDf m is bounded above by f − d.
It is an interesting open question whether the counterexamples to the Hirsch conjecture
[71, 83] give rise to counterexamples to this conjecture or not.
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Figure 8: A hierarchy of circuit distances.
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Circuits of transportation polytopes

Transportation polytopes exhibit a rich combinatorial structure. This leads to many
specialized approaches and stronger results for bounds on their combinatorial diameters.
For m×n–transportation polytopes, validity of the Hirsch conjecture implies an upper
bound of m + n − 1 on the combinatorial diameter. The best upper bound in literature is
8(m + n − 2), i.e. linear by a factor 8 [37]. Before we turn to our advances in diameters
for transportation polytopes, let us recall some background on the graph-theoretical representation of their feasible solutions, and put it into perspective with respect to circuits.
It is common practice to think of the supply and demand points as nodes in the
complete bipartite graph Km,n . We denote the nodes corresponding to the supply points
{s1 , . . . , sm } and the nodes corresponding to the demand points {d1 , . . . , dn }. For every
feasible solution y ∈ Rm×n we define the support graph B(y) as the subgraph of Km,n
with edges {{si , dj } : yij > 0, i ≤ m, j ≤ n} of non-zero flow. We use the term assignment to refer to a feasible solution y and its support graph B(y) at the same time, and
use names such as O, C, F (for ‘original’, ‘current’, or ‘final’) for them. In this sense,
assignments O can be vertices or lie in the interior of the polytope, we can count their
number of edges by |O|, and so on.
When studying circuit distances, the vertices of the polytope are of special interest.
They can be characterized by their support graphs: a feasible point y is a vertex if and
only if its support graph contains no cycles, that is, B(y) is a spanning forest. In particular
the vertices y of non-degenerate transportation polytopes are given by spanning trees (see
for example [72]). Then a vertex y is uniquely determined by (the edge set of) its support
graph B(y).
The edges of transportation polytopes are easy to characterize in terms of assignments
[72]: two vertices O and C are connected by an edge if O ∪C contains a unique cycle. This
cycle describes an edge direction of the transportation polytope. Every cycle of Km,n can
appear as an edge of some m×n–transportation polytope for suitable vertices. Thus the
set of circuits of an m×n–transportation polytope consists of all simple cycles in Km,n .
Applying such a cycle (si1 , dj1 , si2 , dj2 , . . . , sik , djk , si1 ) at a (feasible) point y changes the
flow on the edges of Km,n . We increase flow yil ,jl on all edges {sil , djl } and decrease flow
yil ,jl+1 on all edges {dil , sjl+1 } by the same arbitrary amount. Informally, we increase or
decrease edges; if the flow drops to zero, we delete an edge.
Observe that for CDef m every circuit step inserts one edge and deletes one edge and
hence the corresponding support graphs are always cycle free. In contrast to this, CDf m
can insert multiple edges while deleting at least one edge, such that there can be cycles.
In circuit walks CDf we can insert multiple edges and we do not have to delete an edge at
all. Finally, infeasible points can appear in walks CD. In this case, it is not well-defined
to consider a support graph.
Clearly the combinatorial distance from an assignment O to an assignment F is at
least |O\F |: by applying a single pivot at an assignment O, one obtains an assignment
C which shares at most one additional edge (the new, inserted one) with F . In contrast,
the circuit distance CDf m can be less than |O\F |.
Figure 9 depicts one of the reasons why it is difficult to analyze the combinatorial
diameter of transportation polytopes. The given example was first mentioned in [37]. It
shows an edge walk from an assigment O to an assignment F . The nodes are labeled
with the margins, the edges are labeled with the current flow, the bold edges highlight
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the circuit we apply, and the dashed edges are those we insert.
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Figure 9: An edge walk from vertex O to vertex F of length three.
In the first step, no matter which edge in F \O we insert, we have to delete an edge
that is contained in F . Hence this is a walk of minimum length and thus the combinatorial
diameter is strictly larger than |O\F |. In contrast, we can go from O to F in only one
(feasible, maximal) circuit step that inserts and deletes two edges.
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Figure 10: A feasible maximal circuit walk from vertex O to vertex F of length one.
The weak and the soft circuit diameter of transportation polytyopes are easier to
analyze. We show that the Hirsch conjecture bound of m+n−1 is tight for these diameters
in the sense that it is a general upper bound for all m×n–transportation polytopes and
that there exist margins for any m, n such that it is at least min{m+n−1, (m−1)(n−1)}
[29]. The proof is based on bounding the length of sign-compatible walks. Of course, not
all margins can realize the bounds [8, 20].
Knowing this, it remains interesting to study the original circuit diameter and the
combinatorial diameter of transportation polytopes. In the next two sections, we present
our results for some classes of transportation polytopes that appear frequently in practice.
We then conclude with some results for dual transportation polyhedra.

2.3

2×n– and 3×n–transportation polytopes [29]

First, we consider transportation problems with a low number of suppliers. For both 2×n–
and 3×n–transportation polytopes, the set of circuits consists of only few distinct types of
circuits. For example, note that all cycles in K2,n run through both supply nodes and are
of length four; they are fully characterized by the included demand nodes. This allows us
to refine the upper bound n + 1 on the diameter of 2×n–transportation polytopes [44] by
one and prove that this bound is realized by a monotone path. Thus, 2×n–transportation
polytope satisfy the monotone Hirsch conjecture and are not Hirsch-sharp [61]. For the
circuit diameter, we obtain an upper bound of n − 1.
Further, we prove the Hirsch bound of n + 2 for the combinatorial diameter of 3×n–
transportation polytopes. As a byproduct, this also is an upper bound on the circuit
diameter. The key ingredient in the proof is a marking system in K3,n . During the walk
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Figure 11: Pivoting in a partition polytope.
from an assignment O to an assignment F , we distinguish marked and unmarked edges in
K3,n for the current assignment C. Unmarked edges may be deleted, marked edges must
not be deleted.
For every marked edge {si , dj }, it either is the only edge incident to dj in F or all
(other) edges {si , dl } that are the single edges incident to the respective dl in F are already
contained and marked in C. The technical, graph-theoretical proof exhibits that after at
most one pivot we may always mark an edge in our current assignment, while keeping up
this invariant: throughout the whole process we do not delete any marked edges. Thus,
we will need at most |F | ≤ m + n − 1 = n + 2 steps to arrive at the final assignment.

2.4

Partition polytopes [20]

In another important special case of transportation problems, the product is a set of
discrete indistinguishable objects (e.g. teddys), and all customers ask for a single object.
Such a problem also arises in the partitioning of an unweighted data set into clusters
of prescribed number of points. Then a ∈ Nm and b = (1, . . . , 1), and we talk about a
partition polytope. It is a 0, 1–polytope due to its underlying constraint matrix being
totally unimodular. Its vertices correspond to (hard) partitions of the underlying set. All
circuits appear as edges in this polytope – pivoting from one vertex to a neighbouring one
corresponds to applying a single circuit to exchange points as depicted in Figure 11.
As the partition polytopes are 0, 1–polytopes, the Hirsch conjecture holds for them
[80], however one can obtain three much stronger bounds on their combinatorial diameter,
one of which only depends on the sizes of the two largest clusters:
Let a = (a1 , . . . , am ) with ai ≥ aj for i ≥ j. Then a partition polytope P has a
diameter of at most min{a1 + a2 , n − a1 , b n2 c} [20].
Informally, its diameter is bounded by the prescribed size of the largest cluster plus the
size of the second-largest cluster. Note that this is a direct generalization of the diameter
of the Birkhoff polytope being two (for n ≥ 4) [8]. Here m = n and a = b = (1, . . . , 1), so
a1 + a2 = 1 + 1 = 2.
The bound a1 + a2 can be proved by a constructive, graph-theoretical approach. In
the discussion, the following decision problem takes a key role.
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Disjoint Cycle Subset Cover problem
Let G = (V, E) be a digraph and let M ⊂ V .
Decide: Is there a set of (pairwise) (vertex-)disjoint cycles in E covering M ?
p
The problem can solved in time O(|V | + |E| |V |) [20]. More importantly for us, a
certain class of graphs combined with a certain kind of vertex sets M always yields a
yes-instances. In particular, the set M of vertices of maximal degree in a graph that
decomposes into cycles yields a yes-instance. Such a graph, the clustering difference
graphs, arises when describing the difference of a current assignment of points to another one. This allows us to develop an iterative algorithm to transfer one clustering into
another.
An important part of this algorithm is that any set of vertex-disjoint cycles in a graph
can be replaced as a ‘sum’ of at most two cycles. In algebraic terminology, this corresponds to the fact that any permutation is the product of at most two indecomposable
permutations [8, 54]. In each iteration step, the vertices of maximal degree in the corresponding cluster difference graph have a cover by disjoint cycles, to which one can apply
the above construction. This yields a sequence of such graphs of monotonely decreasing
maximal degree until the clusterings
√ are identical. A corresponding edge walk can be
constructed in time O(n(a1 + a2 ( m − 1))).
We also give exact diameters for partition polytopes with k = 2 or k = 3 and exhibit
a lower bound of d 32 a2 e + d 23 a4 e on the combinatorial diameter.

2.5

Dual transportation polyhedra [26]

Using the Simplex method on a dual transportation polyhedron is another viable option
for solving a transportation problem in practice. And just like the primal transportation polytopes, they exhibit a lot of combinatorial structure. For dual transportation
polyhedra (on complete m×n bipartite graphs) the Hirsch bound (m−1)(n−1) on the
combinatorial diameter is proved and known to be tight [9]. In [26], we show the much
stronger bound m+n−2 on the circuit diameter for all dual transportation polyhedra defined on (any, not necessarily complete) bipartite graphs with m + n nodes. Thus these
polyhedra are a family of examples whose circuit diameter is much smaller than their
combinatorial diameter.
A graph-theoretical representation of these polyhedra is intimately related to the one
of primal transportation polytopes. Let G = (V, E) be a connected bipartite graph on
node sets V1 = { 0, . . . , m − 1 } and V2 = { m, . . . , m + n − 1 } with edges E having one
endpoint in V1 and one endpoint in V2 . A dual transportation polyhedron associated to
G is given by some vector c ∈ R|E| via
PG,c = { u ∈ Rm+n : −ua + ub ≤ cab ∀ a ∈ V1 , b ∈ V2 and ab ∈ E, u0 = 0 }.
One puts u0 = 0 to make PG,c pointed. The vertices of PG,c are determined by sets of
inequalities −ua + ub ≤ cab that become tight. For u ∈ PG,c , we denote by G(u) the graph
with nodes V and with edges ab ∈ E for which −ua + ub ≤ cab is tight. For a vertex u of
PG,c , G(u) is a spanning subgraph of G which is a spanning tree of G if PG,c is generic.
The possible edge directions of PG,c can be described as follows: let R, S ⊆ V be
node sets such that the underlying undirected subgraphs of the respective node sets are
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connected and satisfy R ∪ S = V and R ∩ S = ∅. We may assume 0 ∈ R. Then the
vector g ∈ RM +N with gi = 0 if i ∈ R and gi = 1 if i ∈ S is an edge direction of PG,c
for some right-hand side c [9]. In fact, it can be shown that these are all possible edge
directions and hence they constitute the set of circuits associated to the matrix defining
the polyhedron PG,c .
Note that for each vertex of PG,c there is a spanning tree of G with edges corresponding
to the inequalities −ua + ub ≤ cab that are tight at the vertex. This uniquely determines
the vertex u, since we normalized u0 = 0. This allows us to characterize vertices by
spanning trees, and leads to an upper bound of |V | − 2 on the circuit diameter of PG,c :
Let u(1) and u(2) be two vertices of PG,c given by the spanning trees T1 = G(u(1) )
and T2 = G(u(2) ) of G. The core part of the proof is to construct a circuit walk u(1) =
y(0) , . . . , y(k) = u(2) , such that G(y(i) ) has at least i edges in common with T2 . This
immediately implies k ≤ |V | − 1, and one obtains a a bound of |V | − 2 by noting that T1
and T2 have to overlap in at least one edge.
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